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Biological Distributed Algorithms
• My Theory of Distributed Systems group has been studying 

Biological Distributed Algorithms---mainly, insect colonies and 
brain networks---for a few years.

• Such algorithms are simple to describe, but hard to analyze.
• Typically probabilistic.
• Subject to uncertainties in sensing and actuation.
• Solve problems only approximately.
• They are flexible (work in different environments), robust (to 

failures), and adaptive (to changes during operation)
• These are important features for distributed algorithms to 

have---not just biological algorithms, but also wireless network 
algorithms and other algorithms for engineered systems.



Biological Distributed Algorithms
• We would like to understand how such algorithms work, in 

order to:
• Better understand the behavior of biological systems, and
• Extract ideas from biological systems to help in designing algorithms 

for wireless networks and other engineered systems.

• Another issue:  Composition
• We would like to understand how one can combine (probabilistic, 

approximate) biological distributed algorithms for simple problems to 
obtain algorithms for more complex problems.

• This talk:  An example:  
• Ant colony density estimation, 
• Ant colony house-hunting, and 
• How to combine them.
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A. Introduction
• Ants appear to use estimates of colony density (number of ants 

per unit area), in solving typical ant colony problems:
• Searching for a new nest: Ants decide to accept a nest when they 

detect that the ant density in the nest has become sufficiently high 
[Pratt 05].

• Engaging or retreating:  Ants may decide to engage or retreat based 
on relative density of their own vs. an enemy colony [Adams 90].

• Task allocation:  Ants may choose tasks based on densities of ants 
already allocated to various tasks [Gordon 99], [Schafer, Holmes, 
Gordon 06].

• Estimate density based on encounter rates 
[Gordon, Paul, Thorpe 93], [Pratt 05].

• Q: How might this work, and how accurate 
are the estimates?



Introduction
• Similarly, agents in distributed systems could use density 

estimates in solving distributed computing problems:
• Robot swarms:  

• Robots can determine the frequency of certain occurrences within the 
swarm, such as detecting an environment event.

• Robots can allocate themselves to tasks, or distribute themselves evenly 
around an area.

• Social networks:  
• Could estimate the size of a network by launching agents 

and observing how frequently they encounter others.

• Estimating density is equivalent to:
• Estimating the number of agents, if the area is known, or
• Estimating the area, if the number of agents is known.



Introduction
• Ant-Inspired Density Estimation via Random Walks [Lynch, 

Musco, Su  PODC 16, PNAS 17, Musco thesis 18]
• Algorithm idea:

• Ants wander in a 2-D plane, using independent random walks.
• Each ant determines its number of encounters per unit time.
• Uses that as a density estimate (number of ants per unit area).

• Notes:
• This assumes that an ant can count its number of encounters, 

although we know that ants cannot really count precisely.

• Actually, the algorithm is not so fragile---
approximate counting should be good enough.

• But for now, just pretend an ant can count its 
encounters precisely.



Introduction
• Discretize space: Describe the plane as a grid, with ants 

on the nodes.

• Then fold the grid into a torus:



Introduction
• Discretize time: Synchronous rounds.
• Algorithm:  

• In each round, each ant takes a step in a random direction, and adds 
the number of ants it encounters at the new position to a running 
�����.

• After �	rounds, it outputs the value of the ratio 
�	
��

�
.

• Claim: This is a good estimate for the ant density  = 	
�

����
.

• Q: How good?
• A: With “high probability”, the estimate is correct to within a 

small inaccuracy �,	provided that the number � of rounds is 
at least a certain constant times 

�

���
log�	(

�

��
).



• Then they work in synchronous rounds.
• At every round, each ant can choose (deterministically or 

probabilistically) to move exactly one step in any direction, 
or to not move, and can detect how many other ants have 
reached the same grid location in the same round.

• It can also remember these numbers, e.g., by 
accumulating them in internal variables.

B. Definitions:  The Model

• Torus grid, �	locations, �	 by �.
• Ants start at locations specified by 

an algorithm.



The Density 
Estimation problem

• Each ant can always output its latest estimate of the 
density  = �/�, where � is the total number of ants and 
� is the total number of grid points in the torus.

• Notes:
• Ants are not assumed to know � or �, and don’t need to determine 

these---just the ratio.
• But if they happen to know one of � or �, the algorithm yields an 

estimate of the other.



• Ants are initially placed at grid locations, independently, 
uniformly at random. 

• Algorithm for ant  !:
• Local variables:  

• �����, initially 0
• �#$%, initially 0

• At every round:
• Set �#$% ∶= 	�#$% + 1.

• Move in any of the four directions, each with probability ¼.

• See how many other ants have reached the same grid location in the same 
round.

• Add that number to �����.

• Output estimate %*� =
+	
��

�!,�
.

C. Our algorithm



• Q: Why is 
+	
��

�!,�
	a plausible estimate for the density  =

�/� ?
•  = �/� is the expected number of ants at any particular 

location at any particular time.

•
+	
��

�!,�
	is the number any particular ant sees at any time.

• Those are the same:  The expected value of 
+	
��

�!,�
	is .

Our algorithm



D. Analysis

• Theorem 1.1: The expected value of any ant’s estimate is 
equal to the actual ant density  = �/�.

• As we just argued.
• We also want:  With “high probability”, the estimate is 

correct to within �,	provided that the number � of rounds is 
“sufficiently large”.



Analysis:  Complete graphs
• In complete graphs, a high-probability result 

follows easily:
• Any ant is equally likely to go anywhere at each 

round, so occurrences of encounters are 
essentially independent at each round. 

• Standard probability results (Chernoff bounds) 
yield a good high-probability result:

• Theorem 1.2 (for complete graphs):  With “high probability”, 
the estimate is correct to within �,	provided that the number 
� of rounds is at least a certain constant times 

�

���
	.

• Complete graph has fast mixing time, meaning there is little 
correlation between successive locations for an ant.



Analysis:  Torus grid graph
• On the other hand, the torus grid graph has slow mixing 

time---strong correlation between successive locations for 
an ant.

• Thus, when ant  ! 	encounters ant  - in some round, it is 
likely to encounter it again in the following rounds.

• High variance in the time between successive encounters.

• Still, we obtain:
• Theorem 1.3 (for torus grid graphs):  With “high probability”, 

the estimate is correct to within �,	provided that the number �
of rounds is at least a certain constant times 

�

���
log�	(

�

��
).



Analysis
• Theorem 1.3 (for torus grid graphs):  

With “high probability”, the estimate 
is correct to within �,	provided that 
the number � of rounds is at least a 

certain constant times 
�

���
log�

�

��
.

• Proof:
• Calculations, based on bounding the moments of the distribution of 

numbers of encounters.  
• See [Musco thesis] for details.

• Key Lemma 1.4 (Re-collision bound):  If  ! and  - collide in round 
., then the probability that they collide again in round .	 + 	$	is 
(approximately) O(

�

,0�
+

�

1
).



Analysis
• Theorem 1.3 (for torus grid graphs):  

With “high probability”, the estimate 
is correct to within �,	provided that 
the number � of rounds is at least a 
constant times 

�

���
	 log�	(

�

��
).

• Note: This analysis is for a single ant; simultaneous 
estimates of many ants would be correlated.



• We have shown that a very simple random exploration 
algorithm for the 2-dimensional torus gives accurate 
estimates of colony density, even though collisions at 
successive rounds are not independent.

• May be useful for understanding insect behavior:
• Searching for a new nest
• Engaging or retreating
• Allocating ants to tasks

• And for distributed computing:
• Robot swarms
• Estimating the size of a large social network
• See [Lynch, Musco, Su, ITCS 16] for some examples.

E. Discussion



Other classes of graphs
• Density estimation for other classes of graphs:  

• Rings
• Higher-dimensional tori
• Regular expanders
• Hypercubes

• The key in each case is a re-collision bound, e.g., for a ring:
• Key Lemma (Re-collision bound):  If  ! and  - collide in round 
., then the probability that they collide again in round .	 + 	$	is 
(approximately) O(

�

√(,0�)
+

�

1
).

• We use a general result that converts re-collision bounds to 
bounds for density estimation.



Social network size estimation
• Estimate the size (area) of a social network by regarding it as 

a large directed graph, edges corresponding to network links.  
• Algorithm:

• Launch a number 3 of agents to follow links randomly and uniformly.  
• See how often the agents collide.  
• Use this to produce an estimate of density, which automatically yields a 

size estimate since now we know 3.

• Issues:
• Graph isn’t regular, unlike grid.  Compensate by using degree weights.
• Initial distribution:

• Don’t place agents uniformly on nodes.
• Instead, place them according to stationary 

distribution of a random walk of the network.
• Can implement by using an initial “burn-in” 

period, see [Lynch, Musco, Su 16].



Future Work
• Robustness:

• Inexact counting of collisions:
• Ants cannot count exact numbers of encounters.
• How would approximate counting affect the bounds?

• Inexact probabilities for choosing directions

• Dynamic setting:  
• What happens if the set of agents, or the network, or both, change 

during execution of the algorithm?
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A.  Introduction



Introduction
• We defined a simplified model for House-Hunting.
• Proved a simple lower bound on the time to agree on 
a new nest.

• Designed “optimal”  Algorithm 1, matching the lower 
bound.

• Demonstrated that Algorithm 1 is not robust (to 
inexact estimates for nest occupancy).

• Designed new, simpler Algorithm 2, with a worse time 
bound, but better robustness (tolerates inexact 
estimates for nest occupancy).

• Interesting modeling issues.
• Can be combined with Density Estimation.



B.  Ant house-hunting
• Assume � identical ants 

starting at a home nest.
• 3 candidate new nests, each 

with a quality indicator, here 
just “good” or “bad”.

• Operate in synchronous 
rounds; in each round, an ant 
can do one of the following:



Ant house-hunting
• Assume � identical ants 

starting at a home nest.
• 3 candidate new nests, each 

with a quality indicator, “good” 
or “bad”.

• Operate in synchronous 
rounds; in each round, an ant 
can do one of the following:
• Search for a new nest, chosen 

with uniform probability 
�

4
.
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Ant house-hunting
• Assume � identical ants 

starting at a home nest.
• 3 candidate new nests, each 

with a quality indicator, “good” 
or “bad”.

• Operate in synchronous 
rounds; in each round, an ant 
can do one of the following:
• Search for a new nest, chosen 

with uniform probability 
�

4
.

• Revisit a previously-visited nest.



Ant house-hunting
• Assume � identical ants 

starting at a home nest.
• 3 candidate new nests, each 

with a quality indicator, “good” 
or “bad”.

• Operate in synchronous 
rounds; in each round, an ant 
can do one of the following:
• Search for a new nest, chosen 

with uniform probability 
�

4
.

• Revisit a previously-visited nest.
• Recruit another ant to a 

previously-visited nest.



Ant house-hunting
• In each round, an ant can do 

one of:
• Search for a new nest, chosen 

with uniform probability 
�

4
.

• Revisit a previously-visited nest.
• Recruit another ant to a 

previously-visited nest.

• When at a nest, an ant can 
determine the (exact) number 
of ants at that nest.



Ant house-hunting
• In each round, an ant can do 

one of:
• Search for a new nest, chosen 

with uniform probability 
�

4
.

• Revisit a previously-visited nest.
• Recruit another ant to a 

previously-visited nest.

• When at a nest, an ant can 
determine the (exact) number 
of ants at that nest.

• The goal is to wind up with all 
ants in one good nest.



C. An Easy Lower Bound

• Theorem 2.1: Let � be an algorithm that solves the 
House-Hunting problem in � rounds with “high 
probability”.  Then �	 = 	Ω(log	(�)).

• Q:  Can we design an algorithm 
that achieves 6(log � )?



D.  Algorithm 1:  Optimal Algorithm
• Achieves “optimal” time 6 log � ,	with high probability.

• Algorithm:
• All ants initially search for a nest.
• Every ant that initially finds a good 

nest recruits, and continues recruiting 
as long as its nest population keeps 
increasing.

• Every ant that initially finds a bad nest 
just allows itself to get recruited.

• With high probability, this yields one 
candidate nest after 6(log 3 ) rounds.

• Remaining ants get recruited to the 
winning nest.



Algorithm 1
• Algorithm:

• All ants search for a nest.
• Every ant that finds a good nest recruits, and continues recruiting 

as long as its nest population keeps increasing.
• Every ant that finds a bad nest just allows itself to get recruited.
• With high probability, this yields one candidate nest after 
6(log 3 ) rounds.

• Remaining ants get recruited to the winning nest.

• Theorem 2.2: Algorithm 1 solves the House-Hunting 
problem with “high probability”, within time 6 log � .



Algorithm 1
• Algorithm:

• All ants search for a nest.
• Every ant that finds a good nest recruits, and continues recruiting as 

long as its nest population keeps increasing.
• Every ant that finds a bad nest just allows itself to get recruited.
• With high probability, this yields one candidate nest after 6(log 3 )

rounds.
• Remaining ants get recruited to the winning nest.

• Q:  Is this robust to inaccurate nest population estimates?
• No, the algorithm depends crucially on determining nest 

populations exactly!



E.  Algorithm 2:  Robust Algorithm
• Achieves time 6(7�89(3)	7�898�:(�)), with high 

probability.
• Time bound is not optimal, but the algorithm is more 

robust than Algorithm 1.

• Plus, simple:
• Algorithm:

• Search for a nest.
• If nest is good, then do forever:

• Recruit with probability (
��;�	<	<
=��!	�

�
)



Algorithm 2
• Algorithm:

• Search for a nest.
• If nest is good, then do forever:

• Recruit with probability (
��;�	<	<
=��!	�

�
)

• Theorem 2.3: Algorithm 2 solves the House-Hunting 
problem with “high probability”, within time 
6 7�89 3 	7�898�: � .



Algorithm 2
• Algorithm:

• Search for a nest.
• If nest is good, then do forever:

• Recruit with probability (
��;�	<	<
=��!	�

�
)

• Time bound:  6(7�89(3)	7�898�:(�))

• Q: Is this robust to inaccurate nest population estimates?  
• Yes, but we must be careful to state the robustness 

guarantee correctly…
• Define �-approximate nest population estimates…



Algorithm 2
• Define �-approximate nest population estimates.
• First attempt:  Count of ants in a nest can be anything in 

the range 1 − � �, 1 + � � ,	where � is the correct 
number.

• Doesn’t work:  
• Adversary controls where the returned count lies in this interval.
• E.g., with two nests, can keep the populations roughly equal for 
7�89(�) time, with high probability.

• Prevents breaking symmetry.

�(1 − �)� (1 + �)�



Algorithm 2
• Define �-approximate nest population estimates.
• First attempt:  Count of ants in a nest can be anything in 

the range 1 − � �, 1 + � � ,	where � is the correct 
number.

• Second attempt:  Stochastic adversary:  Count of ants in a 
nest is determined by a probability distribution ?+ having 
mean �, and high probability that the result is in the range 
1 − � �, 1 + � � .

�(1 − �)� (1 + �)�



Algorithm 2
• Theorem 2.4: Algorithm 2 solves the House-Hunting 

problem with �-approximate estimates, with “high 
probability”, within time 6 7�89 3 7�898�: � × A � .

• Here, A � = 6(
�

�B� �).

�(1 − �)� (1 + �)�



F.  Discussion
• We have produced a simple robust algorithm for ant 

House Hunting, with reasonable time complexity 
6 7�89 3 	7�898�: � × A � ,	where A � = 6(

�

�B� �). 

• It is not optimal, in the sense that less robust algorithms 
can achieve an 6(log � ) bound.

• We used an interesting way of modeling uncertainties:
• Based on a family of probability distributions (allowing correlations).
• The only nondeterminism is in the (initial) choice of distributions, so 

the adversary is fairly weak.



Future Work
• House-Hunting:

• Lower bounds expressing inherent costs of obtaining robustness.
• General self-stabilizing model for the full House-Hunting process 

(with uncertainty).

• Other kinds of distributed algorithms, e.g., wireless 
network algorithms:
• General techniques for designing and 

analyzing robust algorithms.
• General lower bounds expressing inherent 

costs of robustness.
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A.  Introduction
• We have produced a simple, robust algorithm for House-

Hunting.  It assumes that ants can determine nest 
populations, but tolerates inexact estimates of 
populations.

• We also have a simple Density-Estimation algorithm that 
yields good estimates of density (or of populations, if the 
area is known).

• Q:  Can we “compose” the two algorithms to get an 
overall robust House-Hunting algorithm in which the ants 
don’t have any built-in knowledge of nest populations? 



Composing probabilistic distributed 
algorithms

• In general, composition of algorithms is an important part 
of algorithm design and development.

• But composing probabilistic distributed algorithms is not a 
simple matter, especially when nondeterminism is mixed 
with probability [Lynch, Segala, Vaandrager 03, 07]. 

• Uncertainty is generally modeled as a special case of 
nondeterminism.

• But our stochastic adversary approach may allow us to 
circumvent some difficulties.



B.  House Hunting + Density Estimation

• Our simple, robust House-Hunting algorithm, Algorithm 2, 
assumes that ants can determine nest populations, but 
tolerates inexact estimates of populations.  Recall:

• Theorem 2.4: Algorithm 2 solves the House-Hunting 
problem using �-approximate estimates, with “high 
probability”, within time 6 7�89 3 	7�898�: � × A � ,	

where A � = 6(
�

�B� �).



• Our simple Density-Estimation algorithm yields good 
estimates of density (and so, of populations, if the area is 
known).  Recall:

• Theorem 1.3:  With “high probability”, the estimate is 
correct to within �,	provided that the number of rounds is 
at least a constant times 

�

���
log�	(

�

��
).

House Hunting + Density Estimation



• HH algorithm assumes ants can determine nest populations, 
but tolerates good, inexact estimates.

• DE algorithm yields good estimates of nest populations.
• Q:  Can we “compose” the two algorithms to get a robust HH 

algorithm that doesn’t assume ants know nest populations?

• Yes, as follows:
• Run the HH algorithm.  
• For each nest #, at each round ., use one instance of the DE algorithm 

to provide counts for all the ants at nest # in round ..

House Hunting + Density Estimation



• Lemma 3.1:  In this combined algorithm, our Density-
Estimation algorithm ensures that participating ants get 
estimates that satisfy the requirements of the House-
Hunting algorithm.

• Recall the requirements:
• Estimates are derived from a family of distributions ?+ , where the 

mean of each distribution ?+ 	is the correct count � and the results 
are concentrated near the mean.

• Estimates obtained by different ants for the same (nest, round) are 
allowed to be correlated.

House Hunting + Density Estimation



• Theorem 3.2:  Our robust House-Hunting algorithm, 
combined with our Density-Estimation algorithm, solves the 
House-Hunting problem with “high probability”, within time 
6 7�89 3 7�898�: � × A � , 	where A � = 6(

�

�B� �).

• Note: We assume that the Density-Estimation algorithm 
instances run long enough to guarantee the approximation 
bound � with “high probability”.

House-Hunting + Density-Estimation



CONCLUSIONS



Summary
• Our Robust House-Hunting algorithm, and our Density-

Estimation algorithm, combine to yield a Robust House-
Hunting algorithm that doesn’t assume any knowledge of 
nest occupancy.

• Main themes of this work:  
• Design simple, robust algorithms; analyze their performance under 

conditions of uncertainty in sensing and actuation.
• Design/analyze algorithms in a compositional way; build complex 

systems from simple components.



Approach
• Model uncertainty stochastically, using probability 

distributions.  Avoiding nondeterminism reduces the power 
of adversaries by making them “oblivious”, rather than 
letting them make on-line decisions.

• Try to use arbitrary probability distributions, subject to some 
reasonableness constraints, rather than fixing particular 
distributions.  Increases generality.

• Specify situations in which we assume the same 
distribution. Reduces the power of oblivious adversaries.

• Specify where we need independence and where we can 
allow correlations.

• This approach may lead to good complexity bounds for 
simple robust algorithms, and tractable analysis.



Future Work
• Apply our approach to other problems, e.g.:
• Insect-colonies:

• Task allocation, exploration, cooperative construction, community 
organization,…

• Real algorithms are subject to uncertainty, with limited accuracy in 
environment input, communication, computation, and actuation.

• Wireless networks:
• Local and global broadcast communication, 

building network structures, data and control  
applications,…

• Current algorithms are designed for reliable 
settings, highly optimized, often complicated.

• Would be better to have simple algorithms that 
tolerate uncertainty.



Future Work

• General:
• How well can probabilistic algorithms tolerate uncertainties, such as 

imprecise inputs, or perturbations of actuation probabilities?
• What are the inherent costs of tolerating these uncertainties?
• New robust algorithms, new lower bounds that take robustness into 

account.
• How do we compose robust randomized 

distributed algorithms, and how do their costs 
combine?





Thank you!


